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Use Smart Home Manager to manage your AT&T internet, Wi-Fi network, extenders, connected devices, .networks, email, and
protect your apps and passwords. An enhanced version of Smart Home that allows for more customization options includes
controls for accessing services such as HomeKit, Digital Home and other applications, including NetApp Drive iSCSI.
Technical support is available from any device with Internet access. Flexible configuration of software and applications: Preset
configuration and tasks when needed New features and capabilities for home use In addition to NetApp's networking history,
software availability, administration, and other information about NetApp is provided online, and user authorization is via
email. Upgrading to Windows 7 Windows 7 updates can be used to install Windows as a management console, a tool for
managing and controlling your network. Windows 7 can also be installed on a computer connected to a network, allowing you to
use a single management console to manage all your devices and their applications. OTG support Plug in a keyboard or mouse,
mouse or Bluetooth adapter and connect NetApp to it Double Data Center - a new addition to the delivery Sufficient
opportunities for continuous growth With high-density support, cost-effectiveness, and ease of use, Data Center delivers the
performance that comes with most NetApp NAS available. Connection to the network is carried out through PCMCIA-
compatible connectors, and a built-in fan is used for cooling, capable of operating at temperatures up to 50 Â° C. Double disk
spaceDual Data Center allows you to use all free blocks in the Double-Direct HBA as the main storage for network devices, and
DDC can be connected as additional storage. Dual capacity DDC provides excellent scalability and flexibility as the number of
nodes grows. Increasing the number of nodes in DDC You can increase the number of nodes in addition to the DDC drives and
add additional DDC shelves to the UPS or other devices. DDC Capacity Expansion from 2TB to 15TB Dual Capacity DDC
allows you to expand your DDC storage capacity up to 25TB-30TB. Protection against failures and network threats With
extensive security features, NetApp offers great
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